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In his most recent book, Fewer, Better !ings: !e Hidden Wisdom of Objects, craft scholar
Glenn Adamson addresses ways in which we frame objects. !e book’s cover
features Pianello (2001), a tempera painting by American artist William Bailey, who
is best known for still life compositions of common – often ceramic – objects.
Painting from memory, he refers to his subjects as “actors in a repertory company.”[2]
Bailey records ever-changing relationships between objects and the roles they play in
constructing domestic environments. Remaining within the framework of still
life, he generates a wide variety of domestic scenarios.

Martina Lantin and Zimra Beiner, both professors in the ceramics program at the
Alberta University of the Arts in Calgary, Canada, similarly play with the genre of
still life, using it to frame ongoing investigations of domesticity. Casting ceramic
objects as actors in a repertory company, Lantin and Beiner o"er multiple
perspectives regarding the place of objects in everyday life. Although Lantin is
primarily a potter and Beiner a sculptor, they collaborated in 2018 on a joint
exhibition, Form Demands Place, which was re-constituted and exhibited later that
year under a new title, A Better Understanding.[3] (applewebdata://F67D93EB-B5244857-AAE7-E66489BDC54D#_edn3) Re#ecting their individual practices, the
exhibitions pro$ted from the sort of energy that accompanies successful
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collaborations.
Both installations include intimately-scaled objects, which occupy di"erent points
on the spectrum between sculptural and functional, familiar and perplexing. !eir
scale and form suggest domestic, functional wares. Flower bricks and vases rub
shoulders with decorative tiles and mugs, yet their apparent familiarity is challenged
by the inclusion of aberrant forms that resemble pieces of modern sculpture,
electrical insulators or playful toys. Surface treatment, colour, and scale establish
relationships between forms, blurring or doubling individual identities.
Independent curator Laura Gray has traced a signi$cant shift in contemporary
ceramics’ engagement with the concept of the domestic.[4]
(applewebdata://F67D93EB-B524-4857-AAE7-E66489BDC54D#_edn4) From the early
twentieth century, she explains, avant-garde art positioned itself in opposition to the
domestic, which was associated with function, diminished scale, and the feminine. In
the 1920s and 30s, the pared-down, ascetic “white cube” emerged as the most
appropriate apparatus for attributing intellectual and aesthetic value to the display of
art. By the 1960s and 70s, advanced ceramic art began moving into these sorts of
spaces, seeking to bolster its claims to parity with other forms of high art. More
recently, however, contemporary ceramic artists such as Clare Twomey, Edmund de
Waal, and Anders Ruhwald have expressed interest in re-engaging with domestic
space, creating installations in former stately homes and transforming gallery spaces
with domestic interventions including curtains, carpets, and furniture.
Undermining distinctions between functional and sculptural, such interventions
support more #uid interpretations of objects. Artists working within the vessel
tradition create objects that retain a reference to function while commenting on
notions of utility, domesticity, and the everyday. Pertinent examples of institutions
supporting this approach include the Anthony Shaw Space at the Center of Ceramic
Art, in York, United Kingdom,[5] (applewebdata://F67D93EB-B524-4857-AAE7E66489BDC54D#_edn5) which displays ceramics on furniture and among books, and
the $ve-part exhibition !e Domestic Plane: New Perspectives on Tabletop Objects at the
Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum in Ridge$eld, Connecticut, which explores “the
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relational behavior of intimately scaled objects” in settings suggesting domestic
interiors.[6] (applewebdata://F67D93EB-B524-4857-AAE7-E66489BDC54D#_edn6)
In Form Demands

Place, Beiner’s modular shelf units, constructed from di"erent thicknesses of
plywood, evoke domestic space. At once provisional, almost haphazard, the artfully
designed units suggest fragments of walls, #oors, or other architectural structures.
Several are combined to create longer displays, an arrangement that implies narrative
structure. Some are $tted with intersecting acrylic screens etched with geometric
patterns. !e screens create a sense of mystery and illusion; some objects appear
within our grasp, while others are out of reach.
In terms of structure, a table is a plane that cuts through space, establishing a sense
of place. One sets a bowl of fruit in the centre of a table, safe from falling. In
painting, the placement of objects articulates conceptual aspects of edges or borders,
either emphasizing stability – playing it safe – or risk. Seventeenth-century Dutch
painters such as Pieter Claesz (1597-1661) added drama to their still-life paintings
by placing knives, plates, or lemons with their peels precariously hanging over the
table edge. Rachel Ruysch (1664-1750) depicted vases over#owing with cascading
#owers. In Form Demands Place, some objects pose calculated risks through their
placement in front of a screen or at the edge of the shelf, while others are stored
safely behind.
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Canadian ceramic artist Anton Cu Unijieng has noted that “the decorative is a way
of thinking about objects as relational, so that a decorative e"ect is a kind of ecology
resulting from the total relations established between objects.”[7]
(applewebdata://F67D93EB-B524-4857-AAE7-E66489BDC54D#_edn7) Form Demands
Place evokes the domestic through decorative patterns, which appear on Lantin’s
hand-drawn, digitally printed wallpaper and elsewhere. Relationships between
objects are established through repetition and scale. One of Lantin’s patterned tiles
acts as a unit of measurement, and patterns such as overlapping circles and
quatrefoils appear both on the ceramics and etched onto acrylic screens. !e ceramic
patterns are achieved through cumulative layers of underglaze and glaze, which give
depth and richness to surfaces. Similarly, the etched translucent screens create layers
that both reveal and obscure, presenting viewers with a series of interior spaces
de$ned by critical objects and atmospheres.
Form Demands Place suspends viewers within situations that conjure both private and
public space, replicating a duality that characterizes the work of both ceramists, and,
increasingly, contemporary craft installations.[8] (applewebdata://F67D93EB-B5244857-AAE7-E66489BDC54D#_edn8) Beiner and Lantin o"er di"erent approaches to
ceramics, which might pass unnoticed given the e"ectiveness and resolution of their
collaboration. It is only by examining their individual studio practices that we are
able to evaluate how their separate practices informed this installation, and how
collaboration has impacted their ongoing studio production.
In a 2017 solo
exhibition, !e Weight of
!ings,[9]

(applewebdata://F67D93EB-B524-4857-AAE7-E66489BDC54D#_edn9)
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(applewebdata://F67D93EB-B524-4857-AAE7-E66489BDC54D#_edn9) Beiner stacked

disparate elements that resembled sections of furniture, garden urns, plinths, and
abstract rock forms to create large and imposing sculptures. !e application of
luscious pastel glazes uni$ed forms and created sensuous objects. In Form Demands
Place, stacking is less used as a strategy, although the horizontal concatenation of
display units implies a sort of lateral stacking. !is approach is adopted more
deliberately in A Better Understanding.

Beiner continues to explore stacking in
his latest studio works such
as Sandwich City. !e new work
occupies a middle scale between the
large sculptures and the diminutive
objects featured in Form Demands
Place, enabling him to explore new
perspectives on tabletop craft and art
objects. Working in a scale that more
closely approximates household
ceramics, he intersperses industrially
produced wares such as terra cotta
planters, saucers, and ramekins
between his handmade objects.
!e juxtaposition draws on
conventions of studio pottery, noted for uniqueness, and industrial ceramics, which
are characterized by ubiquity and multiplicity. Probing the disconnect between
practical, aesthetic, and conceptual appreciation of objects and understanding how
they came to be, Beiner’s sculptural assemblages pool vast knowledge and respect for
di"erent types of embodied experience and labour.
Beiner uses ceramic sculpture to interrogate the ecology of objects, including their
production and consumption in domestic spaces. Stacked sculptures such as Mobile
Model function as re#exive prototypes that catalogue the many categories of
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ceramics objects found in consumers’ homes and gardens. !ey mimic functional
vessels, while calling into question behaviours and habits of accumulative
consumption. Not coincidentally, the commercial objects derive from all corners of
the world, and, through their inclusion, Beiner maps the global production and
distribution of ceramics.
Martina Lantin has worked
for many years with
earthenware clay. Recently,
she adopted a majolica glaze
recipe developed by the
North Carolina potter
Stanley Mace Andersen,
who also makes utilitarian
ware designed to “become
part of the daily #ow of
domestic life.”[10]

(applewebdata://F67D93EB-B524-4857-AAE7-E66489BDC54D#_edn10) Both potters

imagine how their work integrates into larger, pre-existing groups of domestic
objects that support daily rituals, functioning as quiet narrators of
experience. Working with majolica has spurred a shift from Lantin’s previous
practice of adding depth through layered slips and glazes resulting in more muted
colours. She now favours vibrant and lively primary colours and their derivatives to
inspire spirited conviviality. Historical patterns found on Renaissance Majolica,
Persian slipware, and Mimbres design continue to inspire her.
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Lantin’s most recent series was
created for the Old Church
Forty-$fth Annual Pottery
Show and Sale held
in Demarest, New Jersey. In
2019, Lantin was the only
Canadian among the twentynine ceramists invited to exhibit
at this internationally renowned
event. What distinguishes her
work in this series is her ability
to repurpose the marks and
processes of fabrication as
additional patterns. In the “Old
Church Series,” she added
variations on basket weaving
motifs to her repertoire. In so
doing, she recalls the speculation that $red ceramics developed from clay-lined
baskets left close to a $re and celebrates the crossover between craft practices to and
their rich in#uences throughout history.
Her references to warp and weft are physical analogies of fabrication. A butter dish
made from a slab of clay is embossed with a subtle weaving pattern before being
painted with one. It also displays a prominent central joint. !e visible joining speaks
to hand-building with overlapping slabs and its similarity to joining wood strips in
basketry. Generous rims of cups and bowls, the latter often endowed with clay
ru%es, suggest both textile and ceramic processes, as do pulled handles, which, when
adjacent to basket patterns, entertain once more analogies to basket strips.

Lantin combines processes and
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Lantin combines processes and
plays with scale in multiple ways
to produce patterns such as
quatrefoils, circles, triangles, and
interlaces, which appear under
and over glazes, stamped, and
stenciled as well as in reliefs
generated by three-dimensional
printing. Layering patterns
produced by di"erent techniques
creates perceptual and spatial
depth. She explores digital
processes with fellow artist Brian
Cera, a colleague and professor of Object Making and Emergent Technologies.[11]
(applewebdata://F67D93EB-B524-4857-AAE7-E66489BDC54D#_edn11) Lantin deploys
three-dimensional printing in a variety of ways: to cap otherwise thrown-and-handbuilt #ower bricks; to make building blocks of thick relief to form bookends, and,
more simply, to produce low relief inside thrown bowls. On a more intimate scale,
her forms recall the large ceramic screens of Nathan Craven, a ceramist she admires.
Both draw on the power of accumulation using simple units of construction.
Craven’s large, perforated structures orient our perception of architectural volume,
while Lantin’s domestic objects alter our perception of the volumes they hold and
the spaces they occupy.
Much as theatres connect us to experiences beyond the stage, Beiner and Lantin’s
work connects us to the many cultural niches ceramics inhabit. !eir works function
like character actors who improvise according to familiar scripts, each time in
di"erent ways, inviting viewers to imagine themselves as performers alongside the
objects. !eir ceramic objects serve as repositories of technique, mobility,
potential, and function, enhancing our understanding and appreciation of situations
a"orded by domestic environments. Creating meaningful relationships with objects
enables us to envision more sustainable worlds with fewer, but, better, things.
In 2020, the world changed beyond recognition. !e global pandemic forced entire
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populations to retreat indoors, focusing attention on the domestic in new ways.
Celebrated as a theatre for creativity, supporting new forms of working, learning, and
connectivity, the home is also recognized as a site of domestic violence, isolation, and
emotional trauma. !e new awareness of life's fragility has nuanced our reading of
Lantin's and Beiner's work. !e screened and open compartments of the
installations’ shelf units now suggest con#icting experiences of the domestic. Beiner's
inclusion of commercial crockery from around the world reminds us of the global
nature of the pandemic and our inalienable connectedness, while Lantin's desire to
create work that narrates the rhythms of daily life takes on heightened poignancy at
a time when so many lives have been lost. How events unfold will have tremendous
consequences for social being. Will pre-pandemic work be interpreted di"erently in
the future? Our crystal ball is cloudy, but we are certain ceramics will continue to
have relevance in terms of articulating our experience of the domestic.
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